SEPTEMBER MOVIES AT 6 PM

Sun Sept 1 – **Convoy** Truckers form a mile long "convoy" in support of a trucker's vendetta with an abusive sheriff...Based on the country song of same title by C.W. McCall. Kris Kristofferson, Ali MacGraw, 110 min, 1978, PG

Thurs Sept 5 – **Bullitt** An all guts, no glory San Francisco cop becomes determined to find the underworld kingpin that killed the witness in his protection. Steve Mc Queen, Jacqueline Bisset, 114min, 1968, PG

Fri Sept 6 – **The Scarlet and The Black** Vatican efforts, led by Monsignor Hugh O'Flaherty, to save Allied P.O.W.s and downed Allied airmen as the Nazis invade Rome. Gregory Peck, Christopher Plummer, 143min, 1983, PG

Sat Sept 7 - **You Again** When a young woman realizes her brother is about to marry the girl who bullied her in high school, she sets out to expose the fiancée's true colors. Kristen Bell, Odete Annable, 105min, 2010, PG

Sun Sept 8 – **Bad Day at Black Rock** A one-armed stranger comes to a tiny town possessing a terrible past they want to keep secret, by violent means if necessary. Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan, 81min, 1955, NR

Thurs Sept 12 – **The Upside** A comedic look at the relationship between a wealthy man with quadriplegia and an unemployed man with a criminal record who's hired to help him. Kevin Hart, Bryan Cranston, 126min, 2017, PG-13

Fri Sept 13 – **Billy Budd** Based on Herman Melville’s classic book, the story of a 1797 frigate and it’s example of good vs. evil. Robert Ryan, Peter Ustinov, 123min, 1962, NR

Sat Sept 14 – **Terminator 3** A cybernetic warrior from a post-apocalyptic future travels back in time to protect a 25-year old drifter and his future wife from a most advanced robotic assassin and to ensure they both survive a nuclear attack. Arnold Schwarzenegger, Nick Stahl, 109min, 2003, R

Sun Sept 15 – **The Favourite** In early 18th century England, a frail Queen Anne occupies the throne and her close friend, Lady Sarah, governs the country in her stead. When a new servant, Abigail, arrives, her charm endears her to Sarah. Olivia Colman, Emma Stone, 119min, 2018, R

Thurs Sept 19 – **The Professionals** An arrogant Texas millionaire hires four adventurers to rescue his kidnapped wife from a notorious Mexican bandit. Burt Lancaster, Lee Marvin, 112min, 1966, PG13

Fri Sept 20 – **Porky’s** In 1954, a group of Florida high school students try to help their buddy lose his virginity, which leads them to seeking revenge on a sleazy nightclub owner and his redneck sheriff brother. Dan Monahan, Wyatt Knight, 94min, 1981, R
**Sat Sept 21 – Tough Guys** Two elderly gangsters are released from prison only to find they have trouble fitting in as old men who still take no guff from anyone. Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas 104min, 1986, PG

**Sun Sept 22 – Last Vegas** Four friends take a break from their day-to-day lives to throw a bachelor party in Las Vegas for their last remaining single pal. Robert De Niro, Michael Douglas 105min, 2013, PG13

**Thurs Sept 26 – The Gambler** Brady Hawkes, The Gambler, receives a letter from his son indicating he needs help. This sends Brady to the rescue. Kenny Rogers, Christine Belford, 94min, 1980, NR

**Fri Sept 27 – Ship of Fools** A varied group of passengers boarding a ship bound for pre-WWII Germany represents a microcosm of early 1930s society. Vivien Leigh, Simon Signoret, 149min, 1965, NR

**Sat Sept 28 – Inglourious Bastards** In Nazi-occupied France during World War II, a plan to assassinate Nazi leaders by a group of Jewish U.S. soldiers coincides with a theatre owner's vengeful plans for the same. Brad Pitt, Diane Kruger, 153min, 2009, R

**Sun Sept 29 – Star Trek Generations** With the help of long presumed dead Captain Kirk, Captain Picard must stop a renegade scientist willing to murder on a planetary scale in order to enter a space matrix. Patrick Stewart, William Shatner, 118min, 1994, PG